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By Margaret Jane Radin

Princeton University Press, United States, 2012. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 163 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Boilerplate--the fine-print terms and conditions that we
become subject to when we click I agree online, rent an apartment, enter an employment contract,
sign up for a cellphone carrier, or buy travel tickets--pervades all aspects of our modern lives. On a
daily basis, most of us accept boilerplate provisions without realizing that should a dispute arise
about a purchased good or service, the nonnegotiable boilerplate terms can deprive us of our right
to jury trial and relieve providers of responsibility for harm. Boilerplate is the first comprehensive
treatment of the problems posed by the increasing use of these terms, demonstrating how their use
has degraded traditional notions of consent, agreement, and contract, and sacrificed core rights
whose loss threatens the democratic order. Margaret Jane Radin examines attempts to justify the
use of boilerplate provisions by claiming either that recipients freely consent to them or that
economic efficiency demands them, and she finds these justifications wanting. She argues,
moreover, that our courts, legislatures, and regulatory agencies have fallen short in their evaluation
and oversight of the use of boilerplate clauses. To...
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This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that
this is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino B la nda-- Celestino B la nda

Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Jor dy K ihn-- Pr of . Jor dy K ihn
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